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INTRODUCTION TO 
SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING

In order to identify relevant conversation around a particular topic, complex queries are built to filter 
out discussions across a wide range of social platforms. The identified data is then cleansed and 
refined for optimal accuracy and reliability.

With a clean data set, the analysis process begins by using quantitative metrics to identify opportunity 
areas for deeper exploration from a qualitative perspective. As key themes begin to emerge around 
consumer behaviors, preferences, needs and expectations, the data is aggregated and synthesized 
into relevant consumer/market findings and actionable business opportunities that are strategically 
revealed through these insights. 
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What is it?
Social media listening is a research methodology that identifies and 
filters conversation in social media on individual topics and analyzes it 
from a quantitative and qualitative perspective.  



SOCIAL MEDIA 
LISTENING DATABASE

DATA EXPLORATION 
AND ANALYSIS

DATA INTERPRETATION

TOPIC DEVELOPMENT AND 
DATA CLEANSING

Offers real-time access, as well as five years of  
historical data, to over 250 million global sources  
and several hundred billion consumer sound bites 
found within.

Define detailed topics through inclusion and  
exclusion filters, as well as disambiguation tactics.

Leverage natural language processing technology  
for 90% data output accuracy.

Review quantitative metrics (volume, impressions, 
sentiment, gender, geography, sources, passion 
intensity, etc.) to identify high-level conversation 
themes.

Annotate consumer sound bites to determine 
preferences and behaviors, as well as key motivators 
and barriers.

Use quantitative and qualitative data findings to 
uncover actionable insights, implications and 
opportunities. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
LISTENING PROCESS



THE VALUE OF SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING 

As a research methodology, social media listening provides a unique and unbiased view into  
consumer perceptions and sentiment in real-time that is often limited in traditional research.  
Unlike other research approaches, which ask opinion or observe behavior in controlled environments, 
social media listening provides a window into consumer opinion and behaviors expressed  
authentically to peers within social media.  

While traditional research can be limited by existing knowledge of 
consumer behavior or market dynamics, social media listening can give 
insight into “what’s coming” and help companies anticipate trends or 
behaviors emerging with consumers. 

And, it provides a cost-effective way to mine intelligence from a large-scale audience with easy access to 
niche segments that are often difficult and expensive to access through other qualitative methodologies 
like focus groups and ethnography.  
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value
OF SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING

CONTEXTUAL: 
Reveals the “why” 
behind the “what”

BREADTH
& DEPTH:

Access to global 
data across millions 

of sources
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UNBIASED: 
Unprompted view of 

consumer opinion and 
sentiment

PREDICTIVE: 
Leading indicator of 
emerging trends or 

behaviors

TIMELY: 
Historical to 

real-time insight

FLEXIBLE: 
Organic discovery that 
can be quickly directed 

or acted upon

TARGETED: 
Access to 

difficult-to-reach 
niche segments



APPLICATIONS 
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING

CONSUMER, MARKET OR BRAND INSIGHT
Understand perceptions, attitudes, behaviors, 

needs and trends

BRAND MANAGEMENT
Monitor brand performance

and reputation

INNOVATION
Reveal untapped consumer 

or market opportunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Quick response to 

customer needs or issues

MARKETING AND
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Inform strategy, messaging 
and tactics

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Identify new 
product or market 

opportunities
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Companies are using social media listening intelligence to inform 
many aspects of business from strategy to marketing to product 
development and innovation. 

When used in conjunction with other market research efforts, social media listening can enhance  
your consumer and market understanding at many different stages of the research process. Whether 
it’s to formulate a hypothesis, track or monitor a current situation, or validate and measure activities, 
social media listening is a valuable piece of the puzzle for gaining a holistic view and understanding  
of today’s consumers.
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OIA’S SOCIAL MEDIA LISTENING PROGRAM

Outdoor Industry Association, as part of its strategic focus to understand changing consumer 
behaviors and shifting market dynamics impacting the outdoor industry both now and in the future, 
has added social media listening to its portfolio of research products it delivers to members. 

From macro-level trend identification to deeper-dive analysis on key topics relevant to the industry, OIA 
will provide ongoing consumer and market insights through social media listening that will help members 
build proactive business strategies and quickly react to changes and shifts in the marketplace.

NEW PRODUCTS

“Social Buzz™,” a bi-weekly email available  
to members, will feature insights about  
consumer conversations happening online  
around topics of relevance such as  
technology, retail, diversity and lifestyle.

Quarterly reports, like this one, will 
offer a deeper look into emerging consumer 
trends of relevance to the outdoor industry.

If you are a member and interested in receiving
“Social Buzz,” please visit our website at 

www.outdoorindustry.org/research to sign up.



CROWDFUNDING:  
RISE OF BRAND DEMOCRACY 

AND OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR OUTDOOR
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REPORT 

OBJECTIVE

By exploring the consumer conversation of crowd-
funding within social media, it provides insight into 
its perceived value and appeal to many consumers. 
It also allows outdoor, as an industry, to anticipate 
what impact crowdfunding might have on consumer 
shopping behavior for outdoor products in the future.  

This report explores the cultural phenomenon of crowdfunding as an 
emerging trend with potential long-term implications for the retail 
and manufacturing industries as a whole, and the evolution of a new 
shopping model for consumer products.
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RESEARCH APPROACH 

What drove OIA to dig deeper into understanding the crowdfunding trend was a new dynamic emerging 
at Outdoor Retailer.  As consumer buying groups began walking the show floor, the desire for a shift in 
purchasing power quickly became apparent and brought the motivation for this new behavior into  
question. Why was this happening, and why were consumers interested in taking over control of the  
buying process?

As crowdfunding, initially viewed by many as a passing fad, continued to rapidly grow and increasingly 
gain supporters, the parallel between this behavior and what was happening at Outdoor Retailer inspired 
OIA to delve into this topic to better understand what was driving this new consumer need and what 
impact it might have on the outdoor industry.

To explore the crowdfunding conversation online, robust queries were developed to capture general 
crowdfunding and specific platform conversations within our social media analytics tool.  A focused, clean 
and segmented data set of online conversation, composed of over four million total crowdfunding and 
associated platform (e.g. Kickstart, Indiegogo, RocketHub, etc.) mentions from January – December 2013, 
was used for the analysis.
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4.1 million total 
  crowdfunding and crowdfunding 
    platform mentions from 
     January to December 2013



4 IN 10 MILLENNIALS FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD WANT 
BRANDS TO ALLOW THEM TO 
INFLUENCE THEIR PRODUCTS 
(CO-CREATION).” 
Edelman 8095® Global Benchmark Study  
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CROWDFUNDING 
OVERVIEW

has quickly evolved from a niche activity to a rapidly 
growing industry. In 2012, over one million campaigns 
were funded through crowdfunding sites. It is estimated  
that crowdfunding sites globally reached close to 
$5.1 billion in transactions for 2013, twice the $2.7 
billion total for 2012. Since its emergence in 2009, 
crowdfunding has had a compounded annual growth 
rate of 74%** and has become an increasingly popular 
funding source as other alternatives have become 
more difficult to obtain.

Kickstarter, the most popular crowdfunding  
platform, reports that three million people  
pledged $480 million to back projects on its  
website, and 20,000 projects were successfully 
funded on Kickstarter in 2013. And the  
industry continues to build momentum as  
numerous other platforms like Indiegogo, 
RocketHub, GoFundMe, Fundable and 
Crowdfunder gain popularity and niche 
markets emerge within the crowdfunding 
landscape.

Crowdfunding, the practice of funding a project or  
venture by raising many small amounts of money from  
a large number of people, typically via the Internet...

*OXFORD DICTIONARY
**FUNDABLE.COM
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a brief history
OF CROWDFUNDING

Jonathan Swift creates the Irish Loan Fund providing an
alternate source of funding to 20% of his community.

British rock group Marillion raised over $60,000 
from their fans to fund an entire US tour.

Michael Sullivan, founder of 
FundaVlog, is credited with 
coining the term “crowdfunding.”

Joseph Pulitzer funds the building of the Statue of Liberty 
pedestal from over 125,000 contributors for a $1 or less.

The first peer-to-peer lending site launches, Prosper.

Indiegogo launches.

Kickstarter launches.

Over 500 
crowdfunding 
platforms available 
worldwide.

1700s

1997
1884

2006

2008
2009

2012
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IN 2013

New to the crowdfunding landscape is the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act “JOBS” that  
the SEC passed in July 2013 and is set to go into full effect by mid-2014. The JOBS Act, now deemed the 
Crowdfunding Act, will allow companies and projects to offer equity funding on crowdfunding sites, but  
subsequently they will have stricter filing requirements with the SEC. This act will expand the crowdfunding 
arena to a broader range of industries, like technology and telecom,  
beyond the more artistic focus it had in its infancy.  

TOP FUNDED 
CATEGORIES

MOST
COMMON 
DONATION 
AMOUNT

AVERAGE
AMOUNT OF

FUNDS RAISED 
IN A

CAMPAIGN

THERE ARE
MORE THAN

CROWD-
FUNDING 
WEBSITES 

IN THE 
U.S. 

ALONE

MUSIC
FILM

DESIGN

700025

50

SOURCE: KICKSTARTER.COM 201318
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CROWDFUNDING ONLINE 
CONVERSATION METRICS
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Trending Volume 
The average volume of monthly crowdfunding mentions in online  
conversation was roughly 341,000 between January and December 2013. 

While there was a steady increase in discussion throughout the year, as awareness and positive impact 
became more mainstream, the conversation volume declined slightly in July and August 2013 as the JOBS 
Act drove consumers and entrepreneurs alike to speculate about its effect on the crowdfunding industry.
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Supporting Sound Bites

“People want that control element. The wealthy 
have been doing this for a long time, but with 
the development of the internet, technology has 
enabled more people to gain access to this type 
of investment.”

”I’m likely going to put in for a one 
of the backing spots since that kind 
of light is right up my alley.”

“I am an avid and devoted supporter of crowdfunding and the JOBS Act. I remain 
hopeful that the implementation of Titles II and III will ease the difficulties we face 
as an industry, and entrepreneurs face in the startup world.”
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GENDER

Consistent with public user data from 
influential crowdfunding platforms, 
such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo, 
males dominated the general 
crowdfunding conversation online. 
The male discussion was driven by more 
rational and critical sentiment about 
the process, specific platforms and 
various products and projects seeking 
funding. Female conversation took a 
more emotional tone with the sharing of 
optimism and passion for the particular 
projects they supported. 

64%36%

Supporting Sound Bites

“My only thing with kickstarter is, why? I mean I’d love to 
press some of my own tunes just to have for myself... 
but would anyone even fund someone like me?”

“My daughter loves GoldieBlox—
So glad we sponsored them on 
Kickstarter.”

“I want everyone to know that I just backed this Kickstarter 
(even though it’s wildly over-funded) because I am a hypocrite 
and I want this key thing because I like it.”



Supporting Sound Bites

“F$*k Kickstarter. I’m sick to f$*king death of 
hearing about hundreds of half-baked ideas with  
overeager nobodies holding their hands out.”
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80% 20%

SENTIMENT

Consumers, expressing interest in backing projects that speak to their personal interests and unmet 
needs, drove the highly positive sentiment of the conversation. 

In contrast, the small volume of negative mentions was made  
up of skepticism around the entire concept, the 
possible risks involved with funding, 
and its potential for success.

“Crowdfunding is such an amazing 
idea. a perfect way to work directly 
with your fanbase.”

“If someone is willing to pay up front for something he or she may never receive, then 
they should be free to do so. I would never do it myself: I’ll just wait until it’s successful 
and pay the regular price. I don’t think it’s right or wrong, but I am surprised that 
consumers are willing to put up money without receiving anything in return.”



Supporting Sound Bites

“Manufacturers risk making too much, too little, or 
something that’s not all that popular among customers. 
Kickstarter is near perfect solution to this. Get the capital 
upfront and gauge demand, reward early adopters, 
get more stuff into more peoples hands.”

“With the rise of crowdfunding and 
easier paths to manufacturing, there are 
more gadgeteers than ever before.” 

“Crowdfunding has a bright future even if legislation is harsh to it at this early stage I don’t think it 
is going anywhere because it is such an innovative and valuable business tool. The crowd via crowd-
funding is going to usher in a paradigm shift in the way business is done and jobs are created.” 
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SOURCES

In looking at where the crowdfunding 
conversation took place, both 
consumers and campaigners gravitated to 
Twitter as their preferred platform of 
communication. The majority of Twitter mentions 
were composed of posts seeking support and live mentions of project launches. 

Consumers and professionals alike flocked to blogs and forums to actively discuss  
funding successes and failures. Another common topic of discussion was the perceived 
effects of allowing consumers to have a greater say in product development and how 
this newfound sense of ownership will impact retail and manufacturing.

Microblogs

Blogs

Forums

Social Networks

News

Comments

SOURCE
BREAK-

OUT



Supporting Sound Bites

“this Kickstarter is pushing for 
the creation of a dedicated 
game space in Los Angeles.”

“Crowdfunding raises $2   
million for Boston victims.”

“The funds we’re raising here on Kick starter will go right into the printing costs of 
Chinatown. We’ve looked at printing companies throughout the Chicagoland area.”

24
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GEOGRAPHY

More so than most conversations in 
social, the discussion around crowdfunding 
was broadly dispersed from a geographic 
perceptive. The strong momentum of awareness 
and acceptance of crowdfunding was evident by discussion 
coming from all corners of the US and every state in between. 
Metropolitan cities of New York, Chicago, Seattle, as well as all 
of California, were often referenced as the epicenters for crowdfunding. 
However, even smaller cities were jumping on the bandwagon and leveraging 
crowdfunding sites to raise money for community-based grassroots/localized efforts.



Supporting Sound Bites

“I kinda want my own 
Kickstarter idea.”

“Now you’re introducing unsophisticated 
investors into a new market that has an 
increased likelihood of issuer fraud.”

“But what skeptics fail to realize is that the motivations of crowdfunding 
“investors” are different: These are not quant investors looking to 
maximize financial returns while minimizing risk and volatility.” 
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CONVERSATION TOPICS

Initial excitement by backers and those seeking support drove the majority of mentions. The opportunity 
to be the first to see or claim a new product was a strong incentive for participating in and promoting funding.
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This word cloud displays the most frequently referenced words in the crowdfunding online  
conversation. The higher volume of mentions, the larger the word appears. 



Supporting Sound Bites

BROADCAST VS. CONSUMER CONVERSATION DRIVERS

The crowdfunding conversation was driven primarily by two groups of contributors: campaigning  
companies and consumers.

About half of the overall crowdfunding conversation was led by passive project and campaign funding 
mentions targeting current or potential supporters.  

Many companies were tapping into consumer uncertainty around big business and tried to attract  
funding by promoting their ability to make a better product (sourcing, quality, price, etc.), which avoids 
large investment and manufacturing management, guidelines and restrictions. Once the funding  
timeframe for a project ended, company outreach dramatically dropped off online and often left  
consumers unsure of what happened after the success or failure to meet funding.

Savvy consumers view crowdfunding as the future of retail, as technology 
has enabled them to take a more active role in the product development 
process and have a sense of ownership for what products go to market 
to meet their personal consumption needs.  

It also allows those jaded by Wall Street and the financial crisis to feel like they are empowering and 
supporting smaller businesses and entrepreneurs in the marketplace.
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“If we aren’t exceedingly careful in our high-tech shopping 
and business practices, I foresee a  future in which ALL 
the middle men are cut out — not just traditional Brick 
& Mortar mall type stores but web businesses, too. In 
the quest for ultimate efficiency and profitability for the 
few who are positioned in the right place at the right 
time, a Build To Order Economy may not be such a 
stretch of the imagination.”

“Crowdfunding is also a reaction to 
the financial crisis and the relentless 
focus on profits at all costs that 
accompanied it.” 

“#CrowdFunding: Our 
country’s pathway to a 
successful future.“



MILLENNIALS ARE FASCINATED 
WITH THINGS THAT ARE  
OPERATING OUT OF THE NORM, 
AND THEY’RE PURPOSEFULLY  
DISRUPTING THE STATUS QUO  
TO MAKE A BIGGER CULTURAL 
STATEMENT.” yPulse.com January 2014 
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WHO IS INVESTING 
AND WHY?

Crowdfunding is a Millennial-driven business model. 
If you consider the core values of the Millennial generation,  
it provides context to why they have embraced  
the crowdfunding concept so strongly and 
drove over 50% of the online conversation.  
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Based on commonly identified Millennial traits and our 
own research with IDEO for the Outdoor Retail of the 
Future initiative, crowdfunding aligns with their behaviors 
and desires on a variety of levels.

M
IL

LE
NNIAL GEN X

56% 44%

Millennials: Born between 1977 and 1994 (ages 20 to 37)
Gen X: Born between 1965 and 1976 (ages 38 to 49) 

Demographic breakout is directional based on N=<100



TRANSPARENCY 
See where their

 money is going and the 
impact it has

1

COLLABORATIVE 
Provides that sense 
of community they 

crave in their 
interactions

3AUTHENTICITY 
Support causes or 
products that align 

with their moral values and 
principles

2

EXPERIENTIAL 
Feeds their desire for 

experiences and storytelling 
by turning the act of 

purchasing into a 
sharable story

4
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CROWDFUNDING
aligns with Millennial values

ENTREPRENEURIAL
Enables their desire for 
control and being part 
of creating something 
unique or impactful

6

IN THE KNOW 
A badge of honor around 
seeking out new products 

and being the first to
 support or purchase

5
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investor
MOTIVATION

INCENTIVE
DRIVEN

BACKERS SEEKING 
TO GAIN 

SOMETHING IN 
RETURN FOR 

THEIR INVESTMENT, 
WHETHER IT’S 

MONEY, EQUITY
OR PRODUCTS

ENTREPRE-
NEURIAL
DRIVEN

THOSE LOOKING 
TO CREATE 
BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 
OUTSIDE OF 

THE TRADITIONAL 
BUSINESS 

ENVIRONMENT

ETHICALLY
DRIVEN

CONSUMERS WITH 
A DESIRE TO 

BE MORE  
ENVIRONMENTALLY 

RESPONSIBLE 
AND/OR SUPPORT 

“BETTER” BUSINESS 
PRACTICES

EMOTION-
ALLY

DRIVEN

THOSE THAT FEEL 
AN EMOTIONAL 

AND/OR 
NEED-BASED 
CONNECTION 

TO THE PRODUCT/
OFFERING

RATIONAL EMOTIONAL



Supporting Sound Bites

“It’s no secret that financial 
incentive is a great motivator.” 

“Let me invest in a company and get neither  
a claim on the business (debt) or ownership 
(equity), just gimme a product.”

“Essentially you have community “investors”, who won’t see a cent of the profits, 
(unlike traditional shareholders). Instead, you dangle other incentives in front of 
them, like getting the game early, beta testing or even some sort of superfluous or 
meaningless producer credit (for those fools who contributed the highest). 
It’s actually insane, when you really think about (it).” 

MOTIVATIONS FOR INVESTING

In analyzing online discussion in the social space by consumers, 
four primary profiles of investors emerged. 

Incentive Investors
On the most rational level, incentive backers are looking to acquire something tangible and 
fairly quickly in exchange for their support. The transparency of crowdfunding allows these  
consumers to see the results of their efforts and rewards them with a sense of accomplishment 
that is clearly apparent to them as well as their peers.  

Within these types of investors, Millennials are more drawn to campaigns with product payouts, 
while older demographics are often more interested in the potential financial return on their 
investments.
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*TELEFONICA, JUNE 2013

Entrepreneurial Investors
These investors approach crowdfunding from a business perspective, whether it’s actively seeking out  
a personal opportunity or to support others with the same entrepreneurial mindset. 

With 68% of Millennials believing they have an opportunity to become 
an entrepreneur or bring a new idea to market*, crowdfunding is an 
accessible outlet to make this a reality.

The downside is that not every new idea is worth funding, which is a harsh reality for many young  
entrepreneurs that have been raised to think they can accomplish anything they set out to do.

Supporting Sound Bites

“I think Kickstarter is a great concept. But in 
reality it seems filled with over-eager, naive, 
inexperienced wannabe entrepreneurs inadver-
tently taking advantage of even more naive and  
inexperienced wannabe investors when they 
realize they are in way over their heads and it  
takes more than a good idea and a sales pitch 
to deliver real world products.”

“Kickstarter is one of my favorite websites. 
It provides entrepreneurs and regular folks a 
platform to connect with one another to turn 
great ideas into real products.”

“My students want to be entrepreneurs. They 
want to be Kickstarter, kickass entrepreneurs.”
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Moral Investors
Personal responsibility and accountability drive moral investors to seek out products and  
services that align with and reflect their personal values. 

Struggling to find socially responsible products in stores, 
they turn to platforms like crowdfunding to give them more 
purchase control.

The transparency aspect of crowdfunding is very appealing to these consumers who want more 
information about sourcing, manufacturing and distribution to better inform their consumption 
behaviors. Ultimately, their goal is to reduce their personal footprint on the environment by 
supporting responsible and sustainable business practices.  

Supporting Sound Bites

“Crowdfunding is a participatory model that democratizes 
corporate philanthropy. The projects that will succeed are 
those that have a genuine mandate from the community.”

“#Crowdfunding is a great way for 
consumers to know how/where 
their clothes are made!”

“Crowdfunding is a great way to go a step further 
than just being a consumer of ethical fashion to 
becoming part of a movement.”



Supporting Sound Bites

Emotional Investors

Millennials crave to be part of something important or impactful. 
Crowdfunding fulfills the emotional need for these investors who often 
find themselves connecting with a product or offering that fills a void 
or speaks to them on a less rational level. It also enables their desire to 
be the one in their peer group to find the latest and greatest products.  

However, the exhilaration of a limited-time offering motivates many to make impulsive decisions to fund 
projects that they often regret afterwards. Forty percent of the impulse specific discussion online was 
related to purchase regret. 
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“This is the @Kickstarter genius. 
Random discovery + social proof 
drives my impulse buys.”

“A Kickstarter reward for a project that 
I’d forgotten about just landed on my 
desk. I should probably do less impulse 
funding.”

“A salt gun for killing flies. I was roped into the cute kickstarter story and upon 
receiving the gun it was literally just a poorly made toy that broke instantly Then
I realized kickstarter was an amazing marketing tool and I had been duped.”
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CONVERSATION

THEMES

Social discussion of crowdfunding centered around five common 
themes which provide greater insight into its consumer appeal and 
illustrate its implications on both the retail and manufacturing sides 
of business.

1335



PRETAIL MOVEMENT

NEW CONSUMERISM

INDIE ERA

SUSTAINABILITY

PASSING FAD

36

DRIVEN BY CONSUMER DESIRE TO BE FIRST 
AND “IN THE KNOW”

CONSUMERS SEEK TO SUPPORT SMALL 
EFFORTS THAT CAN MAKE A BIG IMPACT

A SENSE OF OWNERSHIP AND BYPASSING 
THE “MIDDLE MAN” SPEAKS TO 

MANY CONSUMERS

STRONG APPEAL TO PARTICIPATE 
IN CROWDFUNDING BECAUSE 

OF THE HOLISTIC IMPACT

SKEPTICISM REGARDING 
PRODUCT QUALITY AND 

LONGEVITY IF A VC 
PASSES

”Crowdfunding has taken the business 
pitch out of the board room and into the 
consciousness of the masses by way of 
technology. Products that may have been 
passed up or considered ‘too niche’ in  
traditional settings are finding new  
audiences, proving that digital word of 
mouth is the new currency of choice.”

“Above all, crowdfunding illustrates the 
importance of direct communication. With 
the complexity of many traditional business 
environments, crowdfunding brings it back to 
basics. Creators must appeal to their intended 
audiences by actively listening and fulfilling needs, 
baring it all and bypassing the middle man.” 

CONVERSATION THEMES*
“Crowdfunding platforms have certainly 
contributed on the notion of “I want to 
have it first.” 

“I still think that Kickstarter is just a 
passing fad and will eventually 
wither away.” 

“It is an ethical investment, it allows
people to get their money working in 
a way they approve of.” 

*REFLECTED IN DECREASING ORDER OF CONVERSATION VOLUME SIZE.
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Supporting Sound Bites

PRETAIL MOVEMENT: CONSUMER-LED MANUFACTURING
The largest volume of conversation came from a trend, of which crowdfunding is a part, impacting the 
retail industry at large and on a global scale. The pretail movement, where consumers get involved in 
the process of deciding what products get produced and go to market, is on the rise. This new mentality 
around “brand democracy” reflects a demand for equal balance between brands and consumers.  
Because of the collaborative and social environment in which Millennials have grown up, they expect to  
be involved in identifying what products are developed to meet their needs and how they want to  
purchase them.  

Consumers speak of their desire to want the best, want it first, and want it now. Being able to support a 
project in the development phase gives them an outlet for making a contribution, and it enables them  
to be part of a unique story they can share with others.  

Seeing the impact that pretailing is having on the manufacturing industry as consumers continue to  
demand ownership, retailers are anticipating the impact on their end and developing new distribution 
strategies to avoid being squeezed out of the process. Online stores specifically dedicated to crowdfunded  
products are popping up as a venue for selling these goods once funding has ended. Many mass retailers 
are also quickly embracing crowdfunded products or offering direct-to-consumer pricing on similar products  
as a way to remain competitive and avoid becoming obsolete. 

Leveraging the crowdfunding success of the Pebble Watch, the first smart watch that raised over $10 million 
in funding on Kickstarter in 2012, Best Buy, Amazon and AT&T entered into partnerships with the company 
that led to over 300,000 unit sales in 2013. Looking a little closer to home, GoPro recently launched their 
partnership with Pebble Watch so that consumers can control their cameras from their wrist.

“Every shopper behavior alters retail, whether 
retailers are ready for those changes or not. 
Consumers who visit these new “malls” are look-
ing for the most exciting, innovative and unique 
products they can find. They want to engage 
with the products, the causes and the producers. 
In this context, they become passionate sup-
porters who fund and promote products before 
they are realized.”

“I just backed The Newest Hottest @SpikeLee 
Joint on @Kickstarter http://t.co/dvmkTgROEI 
/ Im SO PROUD to be part of it!  Spike makes 
history.”

“I love their mission, and I love the idea 
of more attractive people wearing suits, 
looking dapper, and feeling awesome.” 
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“Helped and backed a lot of campaigns and all 
about building a Kickstarter Community #crowd-
funding, #indie, #indiefilm. I back projects!”

“in this modern indie era it’s become almost necessary to 
make a kickstarter and a greenlight page for your game. 
even if you don’t actually need funding, using kickstarter 
merely as a way for people to find out about and to 
pre-order the game is beneficial.”

INDIE ERA: EMPOWERING SMALL BUSINESS  

True indie culture is driven by a common value: creative self-expression independent of corporate influence  
or control. Enabled by technology, crowdfunding fuels this spirit by offering an easy mechanism for 
supporting smaller business efforts. Online consumers express a sense of pride and empowerment over 
large companies when supporting lesser-known brands and companies.

     Many industries are seeing a surge in alternative offerings challenging mainstream providers of   
 goods within their categories. Some manufacturers are trying to address the negative sentiment  
   of big business by finding innovative ways to engage consumers in contributing to the research  
    and development process for bringing new products to market or modifying existing ones.

      One company that is successfully melding crowdsourcing, crowdfunding and manufacturing  
      to meet the ever-changing consumer demand is Betabrand. Betabrand is an online clothing  
     community where customers co-design and crowdfund products into existence. Through their  
     social platform, dubbed the “Think Tank,” customers have the opportunity to vote on what  
    pieces should become prototypes. Once protyped, customers can then commit to buying the  
       clothing, if and when it meets the funding goal to manufacture. The Betabrand Think Tank  
          community successfully designs, funds and launches four to six pieces of clothing a week.  
  With an average retail price point of about $100, Betabrand is estimated to have made  
     $6 million in revenue in 2013. 

“The “fan fueled fashion machine”…
BetaBrand also has a crowdfunding 
option that encourages user-submitted 
apparel design. Members of the  
BetaBrand community will vote on  
their favorite design, and then crowd-
fund the prototype to turn it into a 
product for purchase. By the people, 
for the people!”
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NEW CONSUMERISM: DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER MODELS

The role of brands dictating how and where consumers purchase products is decreasing as younger consumers  
move into the driver’s seat. Millennial consumers especially view bypassing the middleman and going 
straight to the source as a more efficient and cost-effective way to get the products they desire.  

The metailing trend of providing personalized and customized retail experiences, from the shopping 
process to products themselves, is manifesting in many different ways. Made-to-order retail environments 
like Etsy allow consumers to tailor products to their individual needs. Technology like 3D printing and 
customizable offerings, like those from Bite Beauty and Wild Things, allow consumers to express their 
own personal style through the products they uniquely create.  

Crowdfunding, which is modeled around these new consumer expectations, is allowing many consumers 
to get the firsthand and customized offerings they so desire. This new consumer reality poses a strong 
threat to both traditional brick and mortar and online retailers alike who are in danger of being cut out 
of the process, unless they can find ways to deliver unique value that consumers can not get through a 
direct-to-consumer model.  

“It will be very hard in the future for people to watch or consume     
 something that has not in some sense been tailored for them.” 

 ERIC SCHMIDT, EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN AT GOGGLE

“For decades fundraising gurus have known that 
people give for a lot of different reasons—none 
of which usually have to do with the physical 
money; but Kickstarter and other crowdfunding 
campaigns like it have been able to mold these 
ideas into a system that takes advantage of the 
consumerization of our culture.” 

“Kickstarter and Etsy have democratized the 
means of reaching consumers.” 

“With crowdfunding investors know where 
their money is going and what it is doing.” 
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SUSTAINABILITY:  
SOLUTION TO CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION

According to a survey by Trendwatching, 93% of consumers want more of the products, services and 
retailers they use to support social or environmental causes. As consumers are increasingly aware of the 
direct link between their purchasing decisions and the health and environmental implications associated 
with them, ethical consumerism has become a social movement with influence.   

The transparent nature of crowdfunding lets consumers feel good 
about how they are spending their money, and many niche funding 
sites for sustainable products and causes are popping up online to 
make supporting targeted interests more accessible. 

Raising the bar for manufacturers and retailers alike, many are starting to meet consumer demand for 
more transparent business practices with their products. New York-based etailer, Zady, was founded 
specifically for shoppers concerned about the origins of the product they purchase. With a fully traceable 
product offering, Zady offers detailed information not only on the materials used but the business philosophy  
of the companies who manufacture them. TOMS recently launched The Marketplace, an ecommerce  
platform for socially-conscious entrepreneurs to sell their products. This curated approach makes it easy 
for people to feel informed and responsible about their consumption behavior. 
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“there’s not just a potential for crowdfunding to come 
into the renewables space, it’s essential... we’ve hit a 
glass ceiling in terms of onshore wind development 
because communities have just not bought into it.”

“By bringing people together digitally 
to work towards a common goal, 
crowdfunding has made dreams more 
attainable than ever before, restoring 
faith in many people.”

“People are putting their money into things that they really care about. In 
conventional investment, there is layer upon layer of rent-seeking between 
you and your money and people have become completely disengaged.”



PASSING FAD: NEW WAY OF DOING BUSINESS, OR NOT

Some within the professional community, as well as more savvy consumers, do question the long-term 
viability of the crowdfunding model. Comparing it to the Dot Com bust, skepticism exists about whether 
this type of business model can sustain itself, or if it will fade 
as consumers move on to the next best thing. Others 
worry about knowing where their money will be going 
and making sure they have something to show for it 
in the end.

Aside from questioning whether crowdfunding is a 
fleeting fad, others have concern over the lack of real 
business experience many of these consumers have 
and fear that companies will take advantage of naïve 
investors. On the business side, some wonder if these 
companies are getting too far ahead of themselves 
and don’t have the experience and/or resources to 
survive once the products are launched. 

Businesses outside of the crowdfunding community 
are quick to dismiss it as a true threat to traditional 
manufacturing and retail models, but consumer 
behavior says differently as participation continues 
to grow within the Millennial generation.   

Supporting Sound Bites
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 “I dont get what the big deal 
is over crowdfunding.” 

“Okay, people, the crowdfunding fad is 
done, time to go home now.  Go on, nothing 
to look at here.”

“Crowdfunding i.e. getting unsophisticated, uninformed, overly emotional 
“investors” to part with their money when traditional experienced venture 
investors (institutional) have backed away. Smart money departs and dumb 
money enters. The dumber the better - its easier to get them to drink the 
kool-aid then!”



07
KEY FINDINGS

In Summary

· While not specific to outdoor, the general conversation around crowdfunding is large  
 and growing in the social space.

· The consumer-driven conversation tone is predominantly optimistic, while the   
 business community is more skeptical about its long-term viability.

· The concept of crowdfunding has high appeal for Millennial consumers, who drive over  
 half of the online conversation, as it directly aligns with their values and desire for transparency,  
 authenticity, impact and control.

· The primary motivations that drive people to participate in crowdfunding initiatives,  
 based on how they talk about it in social media, are financial, entrepreneurial, moral or  
 emotional rewards.

· Common themes of conversation in social media about crowdfunding reflect an  
 increasing desire by consumers to be more directly involved with and in control of the  
 manufacturing and retail process related to the products they consume.
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HIGHLIGHTING THE WAYS THAT 
YOU ARE RETHINKING AND 
DISRUPTING OLD SYSTEMS WILL
BECOME AN IMPORTANT WAY OF CAPTURING MILLENNIALS’ 

ATTENTION AND EARNING THEIR ADMIRATION. THEY’RE 

REBELLING THROUGH THEIR PURCHASING CHOICES AND 

LOOKING TO SUPPORT CONCEPTS THAT REVISE AND 

REWORK THE OUTDATED.” yPulse.com, January 2014 
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08
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR OUTDOOR
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CROWDSOURCED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & CROWDFUNDED PARTNERSHIPS

MANUFACTURING

Millennials’ desire for a more democratic relationship with brands is driving 
them to crowdfunding platforms, which allow them to be directly involved in 
the production of the products they consume.

INSIGHT

Manufacturers need to increasingly demonstrate their willingness to allow 
consumers to be part of the process of determining what products go to market 
to address their needs.

IMPLICATION

Crowdsource the current product line by getting direct customer input 
and feedback on the assortment.

Actively involve consumers in the R&D process by soliciting product 
ideas and feedback to product concepts through crowdsourcing initiatives. 

Monitor crowdfunding platforms to stay informed about products  
resonating with consumers and identify opportunities for potential  
partnerships or unique offerings that support their self-identified needs.

OPPORTUNITY

1

2

3
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DISTRIBUTION & UNIQUE VALUE OFFERINGS OF CROWDFUNDED PRODUCTS

RETAIL

There is a growing desire by consumers, as seen by the emergence of consumer 
buying groups, to bypass the retailer in the purchase process and go directly to 
manufacturers as a more efficient and cost-effective solution.

INSIGHT

Retailers need to demonstrate unique value or added value beyond distribution 
to avoid becoming obsolete to consumers who view their role in the process as 
purely transactional in nature.

IMPLICATION

Become a distribution channel for crowdfunded products as a means of 
demonstrating commitment to valued consumer opinion.

Smaller retailers have an opportunity to tap consumer desire to support 
small or local businesses with unique or exclusive offerings of crowdfunded 
products. 

Provide a unique value in the shopping experience that consumers 
wouldn’t get through direct-to-consumer models and promote it as a point of 
difference (e.g., value-added service or customized/personalized offerings).

OPPORTUNITY

1

2

3
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OUTDOOR-SPECIFIC CROWDFUNDING PLATFORMS

INDUSTRY

Currently there is no outdoor-specific crowdfunding online platform for gear, 
footwear or apparel in the US.*

INSIGHT

There is an untapped opportunity to develop and own a crowdfunding community 
specific to outdoor products.

IMPLICATION

Develop a targeted crowdfunding online platform for consumers to have 
a voice in funding industry-relevant product or business ideas.

Provide a venue for outdoor enthusiasts to identify personal product 
ideas and solutions, which would also give the industry an excellent forum 
for future innovation opportunities.

OPPORTUNITY

1

2

*BASED ON 2013 DATA
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